RUBLE REFORM: A LESSON FROM KEYNES
Steve H. Hanke and Kurt Schuler
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the pressures of war finance. It established fixed-rate convertibility
into gold in 1897 during the term of the reformist finance minister
Count Sergei Witte. That gold standard worked well while it lasted.
However, when Russia entered World War I in 1914, it went off gold
and adopted a regime of inflationary finance.
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colonies became independent states in the 1950s and 1960s, many
institutions that were identified as “colonial” were maligned and
condemned. In consequence—with the notable exceptions of Singapore, Bninei, and Hong Kong—currency boards were discarded in
favor of central banks. This was unfortunate because the currency
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agriculture, required a massive capital investment. Although considerable capital flowed into these enterprises from abroad, much of it
was generated by indigenous savings. This is clear evidence that
freedom and financial stability—which accompanied the liberal economic order and specifically the currency board system—were cru,~n1a1annan4-e~ne4-n-,nlnHnnen,.nti~n,,ae1-mnan4-c~nnrnian4-o,,r4-h,,an,
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inflated or often forged—the Allies sometimes lacked adequate supplies of notes to pay dock and railway workers. The Allies were
forced to acquire notes by selling imported goods locally. Indeed,
on occasion, the Allies were so desperate for notes that they dumped
goods on the market for less than they had paid.
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provisional government fall from power. The Caisse was also allowed
to buy the provisional government’s bonds up to 25 percent of its
note issue.
The Caisse was expected to make profits from its deposit at the
Bank of En~huidand its hnldin~sof nrovisional ~overnmenf
honds
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czarist insignia. To circulate the notes as they were would have upset
anti-monarchists and would have been an enormous propaganda
blunder. Hence, several days were lost while the Caisse’s staff blotted out the imperial insignia by hand on each note (v. 3295, pp. 273,
27E~Ironside 1Q5~ n F~1’IThe Cciisse’s hocird ofdirectors mint for the

(Rhodes 1988, p. 121).
The Caisse announced that it would close in Archangel and redeem
all the notes presented to it. The British military command still held
about 55 million unused ruble notes. To prevent them from falling
into Bolshevik hands, the War Office instructed the British military
‘
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ended up losing about Ib.b million rubles (1J/o,~UU), the difference
between the now worthless North Russian government bonds the
Caisse held and the notes that were never redeemed.

The Emission Caisse’s Relevance for Today
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Indeed, its experience suggests how the USSR could make the ruble
a convertible currency.
A currency board would replace a central bank. The new board
would set aside foreign exchange assets in hard currencies sufficient
for a 100—1 10 percent reserve against a new note issue. How much
f~rai i-rn aveh an am 4-he ollrramnen!
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than a government board.
Another way to depoliticize currency issue would be to allow banks
to issue their own notes in competition with the currency board
(whether the board were privately owned or government owned), as
happened in some British Caribbean colonies. None of the notes
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